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This page is a collection of quotations from the era of the tenth official incarnation of The Doctor from the
BBC science fiction television programme Doctor Who, during which the role of the Tenth Doctor was played
by David Tennant, who played the role from 2005 to 2010.As Doctor Who stories in other media (such as
books, audio plays, etc) are the subject of intense debate as regarding their ...
Tenth Doctor - Wikiquote
The history of Missouri begins with settlement of the region by indigenous people during the Paleo-Indian
period beginning in about 12,000 BC. Subsequent periods of native life emerged until the 17th century. New
France set up small settlements, and in 1803 Napoleonic France sold the area to the U.S. as part of the
Louisiana Purchase.Statehood for Missouri came following a compromise in 1820 ...
History of Missouri - Wikipedia
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Chapter 1 - Cathy The Cat Burglar Cathy scaled the perimeter wall and momentarily sat atop the high brick
structure. Her eyes swiftly scanned the landscape in front of her; no trace of guard dogs roaming the
overgrown lawns, no sign of security personnel or movement sensitive lighting.
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